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Abstract— In this publication (Modeling paper) we are 

introducing a new design of a small to medium size server 

room. Unlike traditional system where the designs are based 

to stop a born fire to spread and reduce damage to the data, 

our system is specifically designed to prevent fire to take 

place on the first place. The main objective behind writing 

this publication is that the current system is based on fire 

suppression and not prevention. The other main problem 

faced by the massive servers is the problem of heating and 

electrical short circuit that causes fire and ultimately data 

loss. The present system uses fire extinguisher and noble 

gases on the flame so that the fire does not spread and stops. 

The use of such system threats human lives and also the cost 

of the expensive gases are to be considered. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The current main challenge of the small and medium scale 

server rooms are lass of data stored in the server due to fire 

caused due to static discharge due to moisture in the air or 

due to any conduction due to any gases, to protect the server 

or servers due to melt down due to over heating, and to 

increase protection due to thief threat.  

The small to medium servers used in the current 

generation are not designed specifically preventing fire to 

start on the first hand, they are mainly designed to reduce 

damage done on the data after the fire has started and 

prevent it to spread any further so that the loss can be made 

minimum. The use of such system threats human lives and 

also the cost of the expensive systems are considerable high. 

II. MODELLING SETUP 

Here we have a server room with a server computer. We 

have concealed the entire room and isolated it. The room is 

also provided with a cooling system which does not allow 

any air to enter or leave out the room. A few monitoring 

system such as pressure gauges humidity sensors and 

temperature sensors are placed in the room. The entire room 

is then filled with carbon dioxide gas. 

III. RESULTS  

The main idea of the design is to minimize the risk 

of fire. This is easily done using carbon dioxide gas. As the 

server room has been isolated and filled with carbon 

dioxide, rusting due to the presence of moisture can be 

minimized. The gas can be cooled with the help of 

refrigerating techniques, thus keeping the temperature of the 

server rooms cool and eliminating the risk of fire and 

meltdown. In the case of a fire due to some electrical 

malfunction, the fire will be stopped immediately due to 

carbon dioxide. Thus, this will protect further damage to the 

valuable data stored in the servers. 

One of the other advantages is that the system itself 

protects itself from any possible human act which intents to 

steal or damage the server data. The carbon dioxide gas will 

cause the human to faint immediately. The pressure sensors 

in the server room will cause to ring an alarm which will 

inform the authorities in the organization to remove the 

unwanted person. 

The carbon dioxide cooling will also have good 

impact on the cooling of the wires. This will thus eliminate 

the chances of fire caused due to burning of the wires. This 

will also help in reducing the resistance of the wire and thus 

increase the efficiency of the entire room.  

Carbon dioxide is highly non corrosive, thus it will 

help to increase the life of the servers and the other parts 

such as wires and other metal parts of the server room. 

In case of repairs and other lookouts the gas can be 

restored in a cylinder or can be just released in the air. 

Relative price of carbon dioxide is quite low hence replacing 

it should not be a big economical problem. The gas is also 

non toxic and non inflammable unlike some commonly used 

other refrigerants such as R290 and NH3.  

The gas is high electrically non conductive. It does 

not conduct electricity; this reduces the chance of a short 

circuit in the server itself, which may cause a fire in the 

server.  As the room will be completely isolated no metal 

filings in the air can enter the room and thus create problems 

such as fire due to short circuit and thus saving data in the 

servers.  

The risk of pests also reduces as the room is 

isolated and the even if the any pests that are in the room, 

may suffocate and be killed, thus servers can be saved from 

fire and thus the data can be saved. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The use of carbon dioxide is an effective technique in terms 

of cost effectiveness, reliability and safety. 
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